About Our School

New Voices School of Academic & Creative Arts (M.S. 443) was established as a small middle school to provide students with an academically rigorous education coupled with a creative artistic program that enables them to be successful in all aspects of their personal and academic life. With the support of strong parent involvement, community partnerships, and a diverse community, we have created an environment that nurtures the soul, both artistically and academically. New Voices boasts a staff of dedicated professionals who have made a commitment to teaching and learning through an ongoing, teacher-driven professional development program. Teachers have made a commitment to provide students with high standards so that student achievement reaches its highest level. Since its inception, the school has offered electives and concentrated instruction in the disciplines of visual art, dance, instrumental music, theatre, graphic arts, and chorus. We provide an arts education that develops the creative potential of each student. Our arts program is designed to not only develop the talent and knowledge of our students but also to ignite their artistic passions. We believe that children who study and practice the arts enhance their intellect, learn self-discipline, and realize the global implications of creativity and culture. We aim to allow our students to excel both artistically and academically in a positive, collaborative environment. Our goals for all students center on high standards, personal expectations, and creative risk-taking.

Extracurricular Activities and Clubs

Science Club, Yearbook, Newsletter, Drama Productions, Art, Rock Band

Special Programs: Visual Art, Dance, Music, Graphic Arts, Theater, Chorus

Consistent with New York State law, State ELA and Mathematics test results will not be the sole, primary, or major factor in admissions decisions. Instead, multiple measures, which may include State test results, will be used to make admissions decisions for screened programs.